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EVA NISLEY
At the Edge
Everything
		 other than the present is terrifying.
We talked about it yesterday on the roof instead of class,
watching unimagined land spread into designated lots,
the gutted exteriors of sheds, overgrown lawns of dying women.
You wondered, when they look in mirrors at their faces
fanned with wrinkles, violent and old, do they think
that’s me ? Then, tributaries of fences, teeming brambles
of vines and recycling bags draped over porch railings,
waiting for the son-in-law to come and take them out.
We were sick with situations. We reached for beers
and things we could hold in our hands. You said,
we are cornered in every direction by infinity.
The almost-sun stilling in the halted noon,
we talked of places that used to be our homes
in ways we knew how to remember, about people
we’d learned how to describe. Chicago’s grid
pulling like a netted chaos at the rim of the lake, you said
it’s like we’re always living at the edge of something.
Looking down at the drop, shingles collecting under feet
calloused and angling towards an imperceptible ground,
I thought, we’re wrong. This is terrifying, too.
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NANETTE PHILLIPS
Food Service

To Sam, the boy who makes me my ham, spinach, mushroom, light on the oil (can’t you tell
I’m watching my figure) omelet every morning:

Your nametag says your name is Sam but I bet
that’s really your middle name. You look more like a Jeremy to me. FYI that’s really cute when guys go by their
middle name instead of their first name. You probably
know me as the cute girl with the crimped ponytail and
the blue and purple Shape Ups, but I would never admit
to you that I think I’m cute not even if you tried to
tickle it out of me cause that would be totally egotistical.
Some people say that Shape Ups don’t work but if you
saw my bottom you would change your mind.
I’m the first one to arrive at the dining hall every
morning. Okay. You got me. But don’t think that I’m
a liar. On Saturdays, I spoil myself a little and sleep in
until eight forty-five cause my grandma picks me up at
nine thirty and takes me out to breakfast at the Broadmoor. And I would totally cancel on my grandma but I
checked with Bon Appetite and you don’t work on Saturdays so that’s why I don’t go to brunch on Saturdays.
Sacrificing an hour of beauty rest is totally worth
having those moments alone with you. I know that
when you gently fondle the mushrooms, trying to find
the best ones in the bowl for me, you are really showing
me how you imagine you would touch me if I ever let
you into my world. Sometimes when I order my omelet I get really close to the glass that I like to pretend is
bullet proof cause Bon Appetite is worried that someone
might kill you for your hotness, and let my lips brush up
against it and sometimes I let it get just a little bit steamy
and then run my tongue through the steam in a heart
shape while you squirt oil into the non-stick pan.
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But you’re getting me off topic again. What I’m
really writing to you about is how I can’t be with you.
I can see it in your eyes the way you trace my feminine
outline the way I trace around the figures of the stickers in my sticker book. It hurts me really bad that I have
to hurt you like this. It’s hard for me to wake up every
morning and go on knowing that I broke your heart. I
know you’re not going to understand. You can’t understand.
I’m going to be twenty-seven in March and I’m
already a junior. That means I’m going to be graduating
next year from college. I told my mom about you cause
she likes to hear
about the lives
Some people say that
of the young and
Shape Ups don’t work but beautiful since
if you saw my bottom you she’s pretty old
would change your mind. even though she
doesn’t look super
old cause she’s
had like three face lifts and gets Botox a lot. You’re probably thinking that my mom won’t let me date you. And
you’re probably pissed off at that because I’m old enough
to date hot guys on my own. But you’re jumping to conclusions. People with recently broken hearts always jump
to conclusions.
No, my mom was actually so happy even though
she can’t really smile anymore cause the Botox, but she
was so happy that she smiled for the first time in at least
three years and she even laughed a little bit. She asked
me how long we had been dating and asked me if I was
pregnant. But not in the concerned way that most parents approach teen pregnancy which was kind of weird.

Before I could answer, she started talking about how she
and Daddy were going to buy us a house across town
and throw us a baby shower with real live storks. I know
that that’s how she copes when she thinks about me
growing up and leaving home.
You see, I’m an only child and I’m worried my
parents will get too depressed when I move out. I decided not to go to college until I was twenty-four because
I didn’t want them to have to be alone, just the two of
them. Well actually, something with applying to college
got messed up for the first five years. My Dad told me
that colleges are really unorganized and they kept losing
my application even though I filled it out in neon gel
pen so that’s really weird that they could lose something
that pretty with swirly designs that I drew myself along
the edges. Anyways, I’m really good at forgiving people
and so I was only mad about it for like two or three
weeks.
So finally, when I was twenty five I got into college and my family got to have a ton of dinners with the
President (not of America silly) and they even named a
building after my Dad cause they wanted me to go to
their school so bad. It goes to show how far a pack of gel
pens can take you. Well that on top of having a pretty
exceptional personality and intellect.
So anyways, I could see through my mom pretending she was happy that you had fallen in love with
me. There was a little layer of fake happiness that I could
peel off really fast and underneath she was actually just
scared and afraid like a little puppy if they are left out
in the rain when their owners forget about them cause
they are eating steak or watching The Real Housewives
of Atlanta. When I could see the little puppy inside of
my mom’s head staring out at me, even though she had
a thick layer of Botox covering the puppy, I just knew I
couldn’t leave her and her husband, my dad. I know she
would never stop me because she only wants the best
for her little princess (that’s me), but I realized I’d rather
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break your heart than my mom’s.
It just wouldn’t work for me to move out of my
parent’s house while I’m still in college cause we have
this game where every night my parents pretend to be
asleep and even turn off the lights and I come and jump
in bed between them and squirm around and tell them
a bedtime story that I make up myself on the spot even
though they think that I write it ahead of time cause it’s
so good. But that’s just only one reason why I can’t move
out.
My mom tells me almost everyday that I can
move out whenever I want but I know that’s her way of
making herself feel like she isn’t the one holding me back
at home even though she can’t stand to imagine her life
without me in the house. So I’ve compromised and I’m
just going to move into the cottage in the backyard by
the pool after I graduate from college. And even though
I know that my mom is terrified of the idea of me driving, I think that I will probably want to do drivers education within the next few years and then maybe get my
driver’s license after that if my mom doesn’t die of fright.
I hope that you can understand why we can’t be
together Sam. Or do you prefer Jeremy? If it’s too hard
for you to make my omelets Mondays through Sundays,
except on Saturday’s when my grandma takes me out
to breakfast and you don’t work that day anyways so it
doesn’t really matter that I’m not there, I understand if
you have to quit your job. That would suck if you got
fired because you’re sobbing into people’s omelets all the
time and taking a lot of breaks to write in your secret
diary and checking the color of your mood ring like
seventy times a minute. Please don’t hate me for this. I
think you’re really gorgeous and I’d probably marry you
if we continued our relationship but there’s nothing you
can do to change my mind so please don’t try that hard.
					
Sincerely,
Jessica M. Vanderstein

Breton Schwarzenback
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NOAH LLOYD
Presences
		i.
I steepled my hands above you
so that the running sunlight
would break through my fingers
like stained glass.
The dust drifted through the vastness
of our little cathedral,
but whether a dream or no,
my arms the buttresses,
our bodies the nave,
lips the altar.

ii.
When you described to me
that day, its only possible form
was rain; a light drizzle
until the sun’s retreat from the city.
The rain ceased in that instant
and I saw your presences
in full reception of the light,
faces turned so calmly
upon the receding day.
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iii.
In the Elphin Diocese, Co. Sligo,
I leaned forward with my forearms
on my knees, trying to be moved.
It was strange, possibly immoral,
definitely unchristian, the way that place
called your body back to me.
But I found myself sitting in that cathedral,
my only warmth its votives,
the dust drifting through the running light.
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I Love Art

Will Hannum
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MELISSA CHIZMAR
Sex-Starved Cannibal
		

If you had a taste –
Swiss cheese
But one too many holes
In your story
So I let you age
to imperfection, mild
But still, all those holes . . .
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JOHANNA HOLBOOK
The Window

Three, two, one. There it was. Outside, the tasseled

She moved to the far side of the room to examine
her reflection in the mirror. A pair of sunken, hollow
leaves tossed daubs of dappled color that collected at
sockets repeated themselves back at her. In alarm, she
her feet, and the bare branches delineated the sky into
drew back, horrified by the image of this ghost who had
a mosaic of blue. At last, a lemony swathe of school bus
bloomed into vision through one of these apertures, and once been herself. She pinched her cheeks, lifted her
chin defiantly to the uncouth impersonator, and turned
laughter followed, as four rotund shapes dropped from
the bus and waddled up the driveway of the neighboring back to the window.
Three months earlier, at that very mailbox, she had
house, where their mama, burgeoning in billowed apron,
watched her husband being pulled into a bright car by
proudly held court at the fence line. The bus hoisted
the white arm of a downy-limbed sprite. The girl had
itself up and rumbled on.
laughed, her tasseled hair had fallen back to reveal a
It was strange to think, how many hours she had
winking birthmark dancing in the low hollow of her colstared out of that window, watching for the children
larbone. He had knelt to kiss it, whispered something in
to arrive home, but mostly to think, and to smoke one
her ear. In rage, she had hurled her mother’s set of crystal
of her cigarettes while her gaze drifted from the light
playing outside to the portrait that watched her compla- into the sink and sobbed for hours into the hollow basin
where the trembling pieces lay shattered among the
cently from the bedside table.
stinking remnants of meat lasagna from the night before.
Her eyes glowed. How happy she had been! Her
The rage broiled within her for weeks, until it
heart rising, holding her husband’s hand, pulling them
descended into a deep despair. It was she that was the
both into a more perfect union beyond the picture
problem; she was no longer desirable. She hastily took
frame, while his, sheepish and kind, half-followed. He
to the stores, dumped shelves of the
had yelled at her when he caught her
ladies’ cosmetics department into
first inhalation, and gestured imAs it turned out, the
her shopping bag, creams, poultices,
patiently to the carpets, heavy with
seduction
was
disarmingly
salves, balms, and all varieties of foulsmoke, on the floor. She had lowered
simple
smelling ointments that she painstakher head, but when he was at the ofingly applied to her skin at the side
fice angrily filing his papers, she would
of the bathtub, as the slim-figured
slip a single slender finger among the
vixens
adorning
their
containers mocked her pitiful atrows of volumes on the mantelpiece to remove a paper
tempt, immortalized forever in their plastic refuge.
stem pressed among pages forty-three and forty-four of
When she could stand the putrid stench of hairKeats, and, sighing, inhale its rapturous intakes, then
removing
gels no longer, she proceeded to seduce the
exhale like a harem woman in repose as the nicotine
delivery boy.
soaked like a drenched cloud of fog into her bloodIt had not been her intention. He arrived at the
stream.

thirteen

door one afternoon with a package for Mr. Levitt, and a
perpetually confused expression plastered to his droopy
beagle face. As he shuffled awkwardly among the potted
plants and mumbled about his saving up to repaint Fred
Senior’s old Ford Coupe, she watched his puffled fish lips
move, as he scratched his carrot hair, and a bulbous nose
besmirched by a hybrid constellation of freckles and ripe
zits. She said, Would you like to come in for tea, Freddie?
Freddie slurped his tea as frequently as he sniffed.
He had allergies, he explained, to a variety of household
products, including wall paint and dust. She absentmindedly expressed her condolences; her thoughts were
drifting back to eighteen years ago when the yellow
wallpaper in the kitchen had not yet begun to peel. The
overbearing memory of the sprite dragging him down
into the car, released an unstoppable deluge of images;
the slide of the girl’s puerile hips over his suit jacket, the
torrid heat of perspiration mingled with sales-girl perfume, the subtle movements of his patient, heavy hands.
A black anger broiled, curdled into a purple wash of
unbearable, furious despair, that looked up, desperate, to
find expression in his eyes.
As it turned out, the seduction was disarmingly
simple, as she had unanticipated the long nights of helpless frustration and adolescent fervor vented against the
covers of the Ladies Home Journal. His excessive eagerness paired with inexperienced clumsiness were cause
for her to laugh sorrowfully more than once in what,
according to literature, should have been a heated tryst
between Adonic youth and long-ripe Venus. Instead,
she lay, unenthused and quite immune to the frenzied
rapture that had seized her fumbling protégée, and her
mind abandoned its role as teacher to wander through
the cool shades and soft blue shadows of the house, up
the stairs, into the room she and her husband had shared
for eighteen years, to sit on the bed and stare softly
out the window where the twilight, curled and gentle,

pooled at her feet.
When he had gone, she crept upstairs in her bathrobe and stared out into the night. She felt no fulfilled,
satisfied revenge, as she felt she should have, nor relief,
nor inner calm. Instead, she felt numb, and faintly sick.
She thought to light a cigarette, but did not rise. She
sat there, watching azure melt into cobalt, until the roar
of headlights bloomed into the night and careened up
the driveway. A car door slammed, the jingle of keys, a
clumber of ecstatic feet. She startled at the sudden bruit
of crystal striking linoleum.
From among the shattered bits, sparkling laughter
could be heard.
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Stanley Sigalov
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MATTHEW POTTER
Near the Black River

Near the Black River
		
The clunking truck he borrowed
was full of murmuring washing machines
that shut dust out as they thrumped the loads
for sandy-cheeked women. This was before
the pyrrhic shuffle, the slant way of coughing,
before grins, or hand holding, appear in photos.
An early morning that spring, must have smiled
as he stocked that Chevrolet, at how drizzle
finally came and made his cigar sizzle and vague.
The taste like mud distracted him from all
the water, as a white machine threatened
to fall from the bed’s edge. He hugged it,
Parched oranges, the smell of snails
falling for twenty-three inches.
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Metal Piece

Ian Stabler
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Addis Goldman
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BRIELLE BRILLIANT
old people
		 my uncle is a drinker
who makes rotten jokes,
walks like a snail,
and needs to brush his teeth.
but you should have seen him
back when he
was one of those maybeangelspeeding saints!
he would have really
liked my legs.
if it was me
in the sand of this photograph,
the curtsy would be
glorified and men
like your husband
would ask to feather my
meal with an extra lick
of sorbet
old men are smart enough
to know how drunk babies
like a little bit of dessert
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NEAL FROM
Finger Words
		I think that’s where they sleep,
napping in my nail beds,
like small exhausted snakes,
and they have teeth too,
but they’re incapable
of breaking the skin
and lack the venom
to incite any remarkable attack
on the nervous system,
but maybe just enough,
to leave behind a subtle scar,
seen only in the most intimate
instances when someone studies you,
piece by piece
to ensure that they would be able
to tell you apart
from your evil twin.
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JACKSON BUCKLEY
The Trash Heap

He lived with his girlfriend in a bunker on one
of the tallest trash heaps left. Inside it was so arti-

ficially sanitary that incoming germs would fall dead at
the door, but outside and through the hermetic safety
of the airlock there were miles and miles of rolling waste
and famine drying so rapidly in the perpetual sun that
before long they would catch fire and incinerate the
world from the bottom up.
Every morning he logged into his computer and
checked the email inbox he used to keep up-to-date
on the happenings of the other trash heaps, and there
he was increasingly discouraged by the accumulation
of messages from the sick and hungry who lived in the
foul externality he tried to deny. The problem with the
messages was that they denigrated his fragile self-love.
Each time he saw a complaint or a plea from a “Barry”
or “Ulyssa” he felt the zingers race through his provoked
noggin, felt himself jump to criticize the pitiful dress and
neediness he so-clearly envisioned, and if their names
were featured in the receptacle on the computer-screen
underneath a heading bearing his own name then they
were an ever-encroaching part of his identity, and this
meant that the more he saw of them the less he liked
himself.
For comfort he went to the bedroom and tried
to make tender love to his girlfriend, but this took effort.
The bed was a perilous mire of sweat and sheets, sheets
and sweat, and since his experience at the computerscreen had drilled at his self-confidence he soon gave up
on maneuvering himself between her puckered legs in an
attempt to locate her nebulous g-spot and hear her cry
out in the name of the God for whom it was dubbed,
and although he knew that only making a find as re-

spectful and intimately personal as this one would forever seal their bond he failed to do it and sulked on the
couch in front of the television again and again instead.
There in the black box on the opposite side of
the two-way mirror with its malleable digital insert an
assiduous team of scientists was hard at work to decipher
his and his girlfriend’s intricate brains and to engineer
smart advertising that would flip the switches on their
dopamine valves and shower them with chemical bliss,
and after this was completed they would be trained to
order the seductive products they saw and have them
air-dropped to the bunker to trigger the same euphoric
release whenever they wanted it. He feared that if such
a terrible thing came to pass he would lose the utility of
his girlfriend, and she of him, and together they would
dumbly dispose of all they bought and watch as the trash
heap grew.
Exhausted from the great struggle that rote living
had become, he sank into a terminal sleep and realized
in a dream that he was fighting two battles to avoid his
being eclipsed. The first of these was inductive, and it
took place in the morning at the computer that fed him
the wistful stories of hundreds of people in the binary
language it employed to label them all ones and zeroes,
and mostly zeroes. If the computer could persuade him
that he was the summation of this diminutive tally then
he would be whittled down to nothing and accept total
purposelessness, but if he could somehow orchestrate a
reversal of the voracious trend and see them all as ones
then he would convert the string of data to a meaningless run-on sentence and find himself full of glory. The
second battle was deductive, and it took place in the
bedroom: if he could master the enigmatic swath of tis-
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sue in his girlfriend’s body then the two of them would
become a closed-circuit dazzling the universe with their
intractable energy, but if he lagged and let the technological strategies on the television best him then he would
sacrifice her daring commitment to him for a plastic substitution, and the antiquated humanity of the age would
weep.
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GABRIELLE GOODBAR
february
Summer has long 		
passed in the outskirts, the fraying hem. Margarita’s
yard is dry needled turf, and there is no soil but sand. A pair of ageless slippers at the back door offers some consolation for the thinner
skinned, the eldest. Inside, she measures Spanish coffee from a can. It is
fine, like sand or soot. Milk on the stove smokes and collects skin as it
sits. Dark eyed daughters, and their daughters, will arrive soon. There is
marmalade. There are pastries and fresh placemats. There is too much.
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ANDREA TUDHOPE
Take your scene and enjoy the show
Burnt 		
orange dress at rest under red hair.
Sun hit from behind and I was struck.
Breath departed and all I needed was to escape into a grasp.
Fall into that valley between your collar bones.
You carried a ladder and walked slowly,
indulging in a scene you knew you were taking.
I don’t think that moment ended.
But I never saw you again.
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Monica Mueller
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CAMERON JOHNSON
Thirst
My sheer skin gives way
		
to the light
and lets me view the texture of tissue,
the veins and extended muscles
that find themselves stretched
with feigned relaxation under the
setting sun.
I close my eyes and think
to myself about the coming night,
hoping, praying for the coolness to
take me and satiate my thirst,
and somehow seep through my pores
and into my throat
so I can become quenched again.
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KIEFFER KATZ
The Angels of Rust
The last time I saw the angels
		 they had already begun to crumble. One did not have
even to look closely to see the spreading rust from their elbows, notice the places it
had eaten through iron to show cabled steel struggling in decay to fulfill its purpose.
We stood beneath the greatest of them watching sun and sky mock the tattered fabric
of his disused wings. The wind sang between the aluminum that had held them, low
drone over cracked edges and the constant snap of scraps revived briefly by the breeze.
They strove in their decline, flakes of paint and metal fell from them when they
moved, dissolving purposefully to slide flat hands beneath pallets stacked with crates.
Straightening, they lifted, raised arms to heaven in a perfect imitation of prayer.
They have never seen the souls unpacked and set free into paradise, never heard them
begin to sing. They have only fought their desperate gravity, felt their weight.
Their joints still moved smoothly; they bent for their cargo as they always had, in
silence.
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KATHLEEN CARROLL
The Rain that Washed Lucy
Away

Now zis is a story of a child I vonce knew.

canning and anchovy-packaging. There are twenty employees in each factory. Lucy provided a daily newspaper
Little Lucy Cray suffered her life through.
But she never gave up and she howped and she dreamed, for each. In return, the pea soup factory left Lucy two
cans of accident pea soup, the kind with shriveled and
And she found her vorld bigger than vonce it had
almost molding brown peas, free of charge. The anchoseemed.
vy-packaging factory left her nothing anymore; she hated
Heed her story dear children, and I might help you too.
the idea of eating fish, as they were once free swimmers,
I might have some magic leftover for you.
which she respected most. One day, the manager left
a gift sitting on the stoop for Lucy, a live anchovy, in a
All her life, Lucy Cray dreamed of the sea. Day
Mason jar, with a note that read: “This one is special.”
in and day out, she sat for hours, at her desk made of
Since that day, she always had a friend. One friend in the
cardboard and watched her minnow Columbus, as he
world.
explored his Mason jar. His tail would flick away at the
At ten years of age, Lucy lived in the same one
residue resting on the pebbles at the bottom. Lucy set
room house that she began in, with her Great Uncle
her head in her hands and watched as he swam in rehearsed circles. The jar never expanded, it never changed. Harold and Great Aunt Minnie. Her mother and father
left her in a basket outside of Uncle Harold’s door when
But Columbus never gave up hope. He never stopped
looking for new places, any unexplored parts of the Ma- she was a baby. They did not leave a note. No one knew
why they did it. But Harold and Minnie could guess and
son jar.
they hated the Crays for it. They loved Lucy Cray more
Lucy admired Columbus, and likewise never
than all of the snowflakes in the sky, and they made her a
gave up on her own Mason jar existence. Meticulously,
part of their home from the start.
she arranged the items on her cardboard box-desk,
She occupied approximately 1/10 of the total livrotating the three-item assortment in rehearsed circles.
ing
space.
A small stepladder on the southeast side of the
On Mondays she would place Columbus on the upper
room led up to a wooden plank that housed her cardleft hand corner, her purple-flower oriental fan on the
board box-desk, circular bucket chair pillow for sleeping
right, and her map of South America in the center. On
Tuesdays, Columbus would move to the right, the fan to on, blue and green quilted blanket and her spare woolen
center, and the map to the left. Come Thursday the rota- sweater with the too-short sleeves that she wore when
tion would move in a diagonal, from upper left corner to the cold air got in through the hole in the window. Most
nights she put on her extra sweater.
bottom right.
Lucy Cray and her family lived in the uppermost
She found her treasures in the landfill down the
corner
of
the world, in Frostbite Falls, where the wind
street, excepting Columbus. Columbus came to her
blew at all hours and the sun hid behind perpetually
from the anchovy-packaging factory. Frostbite Falls has
two factories, smack dab in the center of town: pea soup black clouds. She remembered one day, about three years
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ago, when the sun came out, and she spent the afternoon him to his grave. On her ninth birthday he told her,
on her back, looking up at the blue blanket that covered “Lucy, I want to see it. I want to see you as you walk out
the sky. Imagining the sea, she watched the clouds, float- that door. Before I die, I want to see you walk out that
ing above her, full of sunfish. The dry, gray colored grass door. Promise me Lucy. Promise me.”
“I promise.” She held out her hand, and he took
came apart in flakes, like sand, and she could almost
smell the salt.
it to his heart and gave her a kiss on the forehead. It felt
But then the black clouds moved in, and it
old and prune-like, but it also felt like love. She prombegan to rain. Great Aunt Minnie called her inside of the ised again, on the inside.
One night, while Lucy slept, the wind changed.
house. She hobbled out, leaning on her cane, carrying
a steaming bowl of pea soup. Lucy helped her back in,
For just a moment, it blew not from west to east but
back to the bed she spent her days in, beside Great Uncle from south to north. For just a moment, the air felt
Harold, and then she ate the soup in her chair. The tem- almost warm. It carried with it some of the magic that
perature dropped and the rain turned to sleet and then
exists in the lower portions of the world, where the days
snow.
last longer and the nights shine bright with starlight
Though she never traveled more than twenty
and moonlight. In the south, there exists a bit of magic,
the kind that changes people like Lucy Cray. She didn’t
feet outside of her hometown in all her life, Lucy had a
worldliness about her. She had an imagination. And with notice, but she turned over, and let her hand drop open,
that, she could go anywhere. She could fly through the
hanging off the side of the wooden plank.
In the morning, Lucy woke up as usual and
whirling silver snow, south, south, and further south until she reached the sandy shores of Argentina. Everyday
rolled sideways off of her mat, skirting the edge of the
she closed her eyes, and rested her finger on her map and plank. She folded her blanket and stuck her pinky into
let it trail down as far as it would go, almost off the page, Columbus’s tank. He kissed it quickly and then resumed
until she was swimming in the middle of the ocean.
exploring, like he always did. For a split second, Lucy
Sometimes she wondered what existed there
thought that she saw him wink. She
The
dry,
gray
colored
in reality, in the place her finger landed.
stopped and looked at him, watching
The sea represented to Lucy the
as he swished away at the bottom resigrass came apart in
antithesis of Frostbite Falls. More than
due, and then, hardly giving it a second
flakes, like sand,
anything, she hated Frostbite Falls. More
thought, she proceeded down the
than the pea soup that she ate for breakfast, and she could almost ladder. Tiptoeing to the hot plate, as
lunch and dinner, more than the hole in the smell the salt.
not to wake her aunt and uncle, Lucy
window and more than the tiny Mason jar
poured the contents of the already
that trapped her beloved Columbus. Lucy
opened pea soup can into the pot and
hated Frostbite Falls and the gray corner it
set the heat on high. Within three minconsumed of on the planet. But she never gave up hope. utes her soup would be ready, and she sat in her chair,
She knew that she would find a way out. It was not a
waiting. After she ate, she cleaned and returned her bowl
question of if but of when and how. Great Uncle Harold and spoon to their usual place in the breadbox, tied her
made her promise that she would make her escape before high tops, threw on her hole-y sweater and snuck out the
he died, before the wind finally beat him and carried
door.
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She picked up the newspapers and began on her
usual route. She supplied the 500 citizens of Frostbite
Falls with their daily paper. What little she earned accounted for the soup, cost of rent, and house bills. Great
Uncle Harold, Great Aunt Minnie and Lucy lived in fear
of the “rainy day” expenses. And there were those from
time to time. After all, if it wasn’t snowing in Frostbite
Falls, surely it was raining.
Today, as it happened, was a particularly rainy
day in early May. The snow stopped a week ago, and
it had been raining ever since. But today, the raindrops were heavy, thick, wet and cold. By the time
Lucy reached the Hutcherson’s house, all of her papers
weighed her down with saturation. She took a moment
to rest. As she sat down, the rain began to quicken, immediately thickening. She marveled at the sheer quantity
of rain; she could hardly see a foot in front of her face.
In all her life, Lucy had never seen such rain. She began
to worry she wouldn’t complete her route in time for
school. The water began to collect in puddles; thick and
wet puddles that overflowed the dead grass.
She had to finish her route, she reminded herself, or her family would not eat accident pea soup. And
so brave Lucy stood up from the Hutcherson’s stoop,
slid their paper through the mail slot and trudged off
through the rain. Her sneakers felt heavier with each
step. Yet she marched on. Lucy never gave up.
In time, Lucy finished her route. She put the
last paper in the last mail slot and found herself on the
front step of Frostbitten Elementary School. In she went,
through the doors she detested, to sit in the back of the
odious Mrs. Felix’s classroom. Mrs. Felix’s classroom was
the size of a great hall. There were no pictures on the
walls and no books in the shelves. There were bars on the
windows, and blinds behind the bars, as to not let any
light in or any child out. Mrs. Felix had long, spindly
legs and arms, a round belly that made her look pregnant, witch colored eyes and bright red lips that stained

her pointy teeth. She wore a sequined black dress and
a pin on her left breast that said: “Children should not
be seen. And if they must be seen, they should not be
heard.” Lucy was terrified of Mrs. Felix, who was always
her teacher, every year. The school only had one teacher.
“Lucy. You are late.” She informed her, “We do
not accept tardiness in this class. Sit outside until lunch.”
There were five other students in the room. None
turned to face her.
Lucy turned around and left the room, sitting
on the stool adjacent to the front door. She watched the
weather as it whooshed and whirred with rain and thunder. Her nose picked up a strange scent: salt. The rain
falling outside was salt water. She thought of Columbus’s
wink. A crack of lightening struck and she heard the
other children shriek while Mrs. Felix shouted: “IT’S
JUST A BIT OF RAIN.”
Outside, the water began to rise. She saw that
the flooding had reached the stoop, level with the door.
Her jaw fell. A gentle stream began to trickle where the
wooden frame met the hinge. Lucy began to panic. She
wanted to go into the classroom, away from the door,
but she feared Mrs. Felix more than the rain.
The water continued in its upward path, forcing more pressure on the door. Lucy gripped the bench
tightly, her small pink hands turning white at the knuckles. And then, suddenly, just when she thought the rain
had stopped, just as she was telling herself that it could
not go on forever, the door burst open and the water
rushed in. Lucy screamed and Mrs. Felix and the classroom came out in a rushed mob.
They began to run toward the back of the schoolhouse, as far away from the rising pool as they could get.
Lucy reached the back window first and looked outside
at the tumultuous rain. The water had not yet reached
the height of the window but it was quickly rising, so
too was Lucy’s fear. Where were Uncle Harold and Aunt
Minnie? Were they safe? What was happening? Lucy saw
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an enormous silver fish rushing toward the window. A
highest points and spires.
fish in Frostbite Falls! An enormous fish no less. As he
Columbus rose to the surface. Lucy found herself
swam closer, Lucy recognized him with absolute astonat her own front door. Her Aunt and Uncle were sitting
ishment. It was Columbus. Everybody else began to run on the rooftop reading the newspaper.
And then all at once, as suddenly as it came, the
away, toward the opposite direction, in shear terror of
rain began to ease up, and soon it was a gentle misting.
the fish. Lucy stood in place.
Columbus swam up to the window and knocked She realized that the weather was lifting. The rain would
on the glass with his right fin. Ironic, that Columbus
stop and everyone would be safe. Eventually Frostbite
should be knocking on Lucy’s bowl. Quickly, Lucy
Falls would turn back into itself again.
“Lucy! You’re home! How lovely. Well then, I
opened the window, shocked into submission. Columbus’s head popped up, out of the water. He looked like
suppose it’s time to go,” said Great Uncle Harold. It
he always looked, just big. Opening his big silver mouth, seemed as though Uncle Harold and Aunt Minnie were
Columbus spoke:
un-swayed be the rain, un-swayed by the enormous
“Hallo Loosy! I’ve come to rescue you!” He
anchovy swimming in front of them.
“I have your sweater right here dear,” chimed in
opened his mouth, and revealed an enormous tongue.
On the tongue was a patent leather couch. He closed it
Great Aunt Minnie. She held up the hole-y sweater and
up: “Oh ya, itz real.”
Lucy stared at them.
Lucy felt incredibly uneasy. How was she to
“What’s the matter? Don’t you want to get out of
react to her pet anchovy, her best friend in the world,
here?” asked Uncle Harold. “Ah, I know, you want your
becoming personified? Should she trust him? Was she
map and your fan. But sweetheart, everything is so wet.
crazy? She had no idea that Columbus was German. But, I think the fan fell apart, and I don’t think that the map
she looked behind her at the flooding schoolhouse and
will unfold again. Would you be terribly disappointed if
decided that she had no choice. Columbus opened his
we left them behind?”
mouth, she climbed up on the windowpane and then,
Lucy stared at them. She stared from the roof
she jumped inside of him. “Halten Sie an an!” he shout- and then to the fish below her.
ed. Lucy didn’t know, but she guessed that he meant:
And then she smiled.
“We’re going now.”
She rarely smiled. She never had much reason
In an instant, Columbus dove under the salty
to. But this was most certainly an occasion for a smile.
water, flapping rapidly, exploring wildly. She held her
She smiled her biggest smile, and all of her crooked teeth
breath and gaped in amazement at Frostbite Falls,
smiled with her. Yes, she did want to get out of here. Yes,
through Columbus’s eye holes, she could see everything. she was ready, and finally, yes she was happy.
Great Uncle Harold and Great Aunt Minnie
She could see the streets she knew so well, entirely
hobbled into the fish alongside
submerged up to the rooftops. The HutchIronic,
that
Columbus
her. Inside, they held on tight as
erson’s house looked like an aquarium;
Columbus took flight.
the post office looked like a soggy stamp.
should be knocking on
Columbus left behind the
Shutters hung by threads and rooftops were Lucy’s bowl.
Mason jar in a hurry, ready to
floating up, off of houses. All the residents
explore new places. Great Uncle
of the town were huddled in groups on the
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Harold and Great Aunt Minnie left behind 90 years
of pea soup for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Lucy left
behind Frostbite Falls. She left behind paper-routes, the
hole in the window, her cardboard box desk, Mrs. Felix,
her soggy map and fan, and sunless skies. She knew
where they were headed. Her hands clenched ever more
tightly to the patent leather couch. In unison, Harold,
Minnie and Lucy inhaled as the fish took the plunge.
For a day, Columbus swam across 100 miles of
flooded continent, in a rush to the sea. He developed
a rhythm: breath, plunge, and smile. He breathed,
plunged and smiled all the way to the coast. Further
and further they traveled south. For three days they
traveled in Columbus’s stomach, across the sea, high on
the magic of their journey. They saw fish and coral and
seaweed and sharks. They feared no danger. They had a
purpose, and nothing could harm them on their journey.
On the third day, they reached land. The sand
looked like glitter. It had colors, colors of yellow and
white. Flecks of real silver and gold folded into the grains
of soft sand. Lucy thought that it looked like her map
of South America. Columbus opened up his mouth and
spit them into the shallow water in a contorted lump.
Great Uncle Harold and Great Aunt Minnie dragged
themselves through the water and fell upon the dry
land in gratitude. For the first time in 90 years, they felt
warm, truly warm, hot even. The ice melted from the
depths of their insides and they felt happy.
Lucy waded slowly through the water, anxious
about leaving Columbus. He was much too big to fit in
a Mason jar, and she wanted to give him his long desired
freedom. He could not join her any longer; she had to
let him go. Still, Lucy could not remember a day before
Columbus. He provided her with hope and companionship through all her time in Frostbite Falls. She would
miss watching him explore the Mason jar, and she would
miss his gentle nudge upon her finger in the morning.
To her, Columbus was a true friend, a hero, her savior.

She did not want to abandon him and she did not want
him to abandon her.
“Don’t vorry Loosy. I vill miss you, but ve need
to go on our own abenteuer now. I took you here so you
vould be happy. Don’t cry Loosy, I luf you. Trust me, I
know vhat is best. It’s time for us to explore, on our own.
But, if it makes you feel more besser, I vill vatch you
from time to time. Perhaps I vill even say hallo. You are
my best friend Loosy.”
Lucy wiped the tears from her eyes and stuck
out her hand. She placed it on Columbus’s nose, and
he kissed it. She looked him square in his fishy eyes
and said: “Thank you.” Columbus gave her a big wink,
turned around and dove to the bottom of the sea floor,
flicking away at the residue with his tail.
She watched him swim away, free on his own
adventure. With a smile, she pivoted on her heal and
walked toward shore, to her uncle and aunt. In the distance she could see huts and people. Her body warmed
all over and she shivered off the memory of Frostbite
Falls.
Lying on her back, she looked up at the sky.
It reflected the sea. The air smelled of salt and the sun
shone on her face, not a single black cloud in the sky.
She looked at Uncle Harold and Aunt Minnie, smiling
and hugging and kissing. It felt good; she felt happy.
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Now listen dear kiddies,
To dis little ditty:
Do not despair,
And I vill be there.
For believers and dreamers,
For hopers and schemers,
This story is true,
I have magic for you.

Lee Farese
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NEAL FROM
land scape
		

crowded
with crows,
cunning
in the femoral
artistry
of phrase,
shaking
like stalk grass
razored
in fear.
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Sam Smith
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NOAH LLOYD
Hipster Culture

*H, who had developed this nickname after
complaining one too many times about the
length of his protonym, H_____________, and

had thereby accepted this decidedly postmodern nom de
guerre, (perhaps in response to Virginia Woolf ’s description of To The Lighthouse) was saying this,
‘I had come to see him in his office, right? We
were about to go get lunch, and his secretary comes up just to put something on his desk, right? - well he hasn’t
seen me yet and he just looks over at her - his secretary I
mean - and says “Get me a coffee” just like that. Just like
that with the eyes and the tone of voice and everything
and she goes right over to the coffee maker, which is
maybe eight feet away, and she starts pouring him a coffee, and all this time he’s still looking at her with those
same eyes and she turns and says “You want cream?” and
he says “You just put it in there yeah just like that” still
with the eyes till finally she brings it back to him and
looks at him all sheepish like and then finally he sees me
and is all “Yo what up H?!” can you believe that shit?
Like it was totally fuckin normal to be bossin her around
like that and makin them eyes.’
‘You ever find out if they had a thing going on?’
this was Jack.
‘Oh totally dude. I asked him about it and he
was like, “What do you mean?” in that oh-so-proper way
he’s got, but eventually I talked to Fredson a few days
later and he was all ‘Did you not know about him? He’s
totally into all that dom shit.”’
‘Whoa. I never would have thought,’ this was
still Jack who was the third and final roommate in this
whole ensemble.
Just now Robbie Robbie Robbie, named possibly

as a cruel joke by his radically postmodern parents (who
are professors)** and who is the second roommate (H
is the first), awakes from his slumber on the couch due
to a recurrent nightmare he has regarding alligators. His
psychotherapist has told him they are ‘anxiety dreams
stemming from conflicted feelings directed towards’
something or other.
During all of H’s story Jack has been doing the
dishes and has been laying out wine glasses on a red
drying mat. As he turns from the drying mat perhaps a
little too distracted by H and surprised by Robbie starting awake, his elbow brushes a wide-mouthed Bordeaux
glass which has been set upside down. Now he watches
said glass move through a silent rotation towards the
floor. He could try to reach out and catch it, he might
even be successful, but his postmodern leanings*** cry
out to him, what would be the point!? In H’s story the
secretary has begun to fill her employer’s cup of coffee
for the second time.
___________________
*In chess notation ?! indicates a blunder whereas !? indicates a questionable yet possibly brilliant move. This is
something to bear in mind.
** While Robbie Robbie Robbie’s parents had agreed on
such an unconventional appellation (in defiance of the
Pareto-Zipf power-law distribution of names), they were,
however, incapable of deciding whether their son’s moniker had been attributed patro- or matro- nymically, and
this dispute may have been component in their eventually radical, postmodernly messy divorce.
***and aspirations informed by everyone from St. Augustine to DF Wallace
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ROBIN WALTER
If Not Your Noon
for Ben Brubaker
If 		
not winter,
than night.
And if not the scratch of letters,
than voice. Slow
and sure.
Day broke today
like the curve
of an elephant’s trunk,
and still,
you (you so young and like a hoard of honey bees)
somewhere else.
and me?
making oatmeal,
watching the light hit the trees.
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Fashion by Erika Leon and Meghann Maurer
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Stanley Sigalov

EVA NISLEY
How Heavy

When Linda died they told her youngest daughter she had drowned in a boating accident. I remember her son

in my window, circling the block with his head sunk low. The soundlessness of the word What on my mother’s lips
when she answered the phone. At the funeral, the feeling of walking in high heels. The smirk on the elder daughter’s
face, which begged to say, I know something that you don’t know. Learning to approach the casket. Old enough to
negotiate the sting. Thinking, Now would be the time to cry. Instead we ate cheeseburgers in the window at Bill’s
while the procession drove by. Thinking, what a fucking great cheeseburger. And then, how heavy they must have
been, the rocks.
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Chelsea Davenport
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Ian Stabler

Rainbowman
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NOAH LLOYD
She asked, What’s wrong
		
She asked, What’s wrong
I said something inconsequential
I didn’t say
Oh I didn’t sleep too well last night
restless
woke up about 3 a.m. starving
but too unmotivated to cook
then had a dream about buying rosemary
in little black plastic pots
but they didn’t have too much
until they had too much
they had so many damn herbs
I got lost in a forest of leaves
and this was all with your father
who I don’t really know that well
so I asked the dream if I could go
but it laughed and said, Oh no
I am always dreaming you
just as you’re always dreaming me
there is no come and go
then woke up finally hungover
and all I want to do is make love to you
so I didn’t sleep too well last night.
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Robin Walter’s “If Not Your Noon”
was printed incorrectly in Volume
37, Issue 2 2011. A corrected
version of the poem appears on
page 42.

all that lives is born to die.
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